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Verità matematiche e forme della natura da Galileo a Newton
By Emilio Sergio. Rome (Aracne). 2006. ISBN 88-548-0626-9. 424 pp. Euros 23.00
The 17th century has long been a fascinating object of study for historians and philosophers of science. Even if one
resists the temptation of falling into the teleological image of “Modern Science Awakening,” it is difficult to deny the
changes that took place during this period with regards to the status of mathematical sciences, changes that paralleled a
radical change in the understanding of what used to be called “Nature.” As indicated by its title (Verità matematiche e
forme della natura da Galileo a Newton), Emilio Sergio’s book is dedicated to the study of this evolution. It consists of
a series of monographic chapters on Galileo Galilei, Tommaso Campanella, Francis Bacon, René Descartes, Thomas
Hobbes, Robert Boyle, and Isaac Newton. Sergio describes the way each author construed the role of mathematics,
contrasting, where possible, their epistemological views and actual scientific practice.
Following a strong Italian scholarly tradition—including Giovanni Crapulli’s Mathesis universalis (Rome, 1969),
G.C. Giacobbe’s series of articles on the “quaestio de certitudine mathematicarum,” and Anna De Pace’s extensive
study Le Matematiche e il Mondo (Milan, 1993)—the author insists on the continuity in the kind of problems that in
the 16th and 17th centuries govern the philosophy of mathematics. Hence, the two threads of the book exposed in the
introductory chapter are, unsurprisingly, the quaestio de certitudine and the program of a mathesis universalis, two
problems the author considers to be strongly linked.
The strengths and weaknesses of the book are both found in the choice of these two problems as guiding lines.
On one hand, it allows a synthetic view of the period without obscuring the differences between various positions
(such as Galileo’s form of Platonism and Campanella’s form of empiricism). It also allows the author to treat jointly
and equally mathematical practices (such as Descartes’s and Newton’s) and explicit epistemological reflections—two
tasks whose difficulty is known to every scholar studying this period. On the other hand, however, it is not clear
whether or not the continuity suggested by these two problems is an artefact. One important result in Crapulli’s work
was in fact to show that mathesis universalis was not a proper name for the “Galilean revolution” in science (as it has
been considered to be by many historians of ideas since the end of the 19th century), but rather was linked to a specific
Reviews / Historia Mathematica 35 (2008) 248–253 249problem of the philosophy of mathematics (briefly put and without entering into the philosophical stakes, the possible
existence of a unifying theory in mathematics). One consequence was precisely to show that mathesis universalis had
little to do with the program of a mathematical knowledge of nature, contrary to the dominant idea prevailing at that
time. The same can be said for the “quaestio de certitudine mathematicarum,” the only difference being that some
important authors of this corpus, such as the Jesuit Benito Perera, did in fact use this problem in their comments on
the relationship between mathematics and physics.
These difficulties are clearly found in the book itself. Some authors, like Campanella, do address the quaestio
within a context grounded on a general analysis of the status of mathematics in relation to natural philosophy. By
contiguity, this allows Sergio to find answers to the quaestio in authors, such as Bacon or Boyle, who make no explicit
mention of it. But even if one accepts this hazardous construction, it remains very difficult to understand how the
explicit mathematical treatment of the quaestio by authors such as Barrow or Wallis (briefly mentioned in the long
concluding chapter on Newton) could be connected to this general problem. In fact, the author plays in this case on
the proximity between the development on the quaestio and the theme of a mathesis universalis. But, once again, even
if one accepts this construction, it is quite obvious that authors such as Campanella, Bacon, and Boyle had little to do
with the problem of a “universal Mathematic” (which they do not address). At the same time, important authors of the
history of “universal Mathematic” such as van Schooten, Tschirnhaus, Ehard Weigel, and, of course, his most famous
student, Leibniz, do not enter the picture.
Because of these weaknesses, the book delivers more of a description of a corpus than a clear understanding of what
is at stake in the problems it chooses to address. It remains valuable, however, for its synthetic effort and the access
it gives to texts. On an editorial level, the numerous typos are regrettable, particularly those involving discrepancies
between the references given in the notes and those in the actual bibliography.
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Disciplining Statistics: Demography and Vital Statistics in France and England, 1830–1885
By Libby Schweber. Durham and London (Duke University Press). 2006. ISBN 0-8223-3814-9. US$23.95
There are three kinds of books written over the past 30 years that have examined the history of probability and/or
statistics: (1) books that describe only the technical developments of the subjects; (2) books that provide only the
social, scientific, philosophical or political background to the developments; and (3) books that are a mixture of
the first two types. A classic example of the first type is Anders Hald’s A History of Probability and Statistics and
Their Applications before 1750, an encyclopaedic treatment of the technical development of probability theory, while
an example of the second type is Theodore Porter’s Karl Pearson: The Scientific Life in a Statistical Age, a book
that describes the background society and politics that motivated Karl Pearson’s statistical work without describing
his work in any technical detail. I would put Stephen Stigler’s The History of Statistics: The Measurement of Un-
certainty before 1900 in the third category, as technical developments of the subject and the scientific background
are both given. Libby Schweber’s book clearly falls in the second category. If you are looking for a book that de-
scribes the development of the techniques used in demography and vital statistics over approximately the middle half
of the 19th century, this book is not for you. If, on the other hand, you want a discussion of the motivations and
political background of the work, then the book raises some interesting questions and provides equally interesting
answers.
